
MULTIPLE EXISTENCE OF POSITIVE SOLUTIONS OFCOMPETING SPECIES EQUATIONS WITH DIFFUSIONAND LARGE INTERACTIONSDediated to Professors Masayasu Mimura and Takaaki Nishida on the oasion of theirsixtieth birthdayTakefumi Hirose and Yoshio Yamada 1
Abstrat. This paper is onerned with positive solutions of Lotka-Volterra ompetitionsystem with di�usion 8<: �u00 = u(a1 � u� b1v); 0 < x < 1;�v00 = v(a2 � v � b2u); 0 < x < 1;u(0) = u(1) = v(0) = v(1) = 0; (P)where a1; a2; b1; b2 are positive onstants. When b1 and b2 are suÆiently large, there isa lose relationship between (P) and the orresponding limit problem. Complete infor-mation on the set of solutions for the limit problem yields multiple existene of positivesolutions of (P) and their instability properties for suÆiently large b1; b2.
1 IntrodutionThis paper is onerned with the following system of di�erential equations:8<:�u00 = u(a1 � u� b1v)�v00 = v(a2 � v � b2u) for 0 < x < 1,u(0) = u(1) = v(0) = v(1) = 0; (1.1)1Partially supported by Waseda University Grant for Speial Projets 2000A-144
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where ai; bi (i = 1; 2) are stritly positive onstants. We study the multiple existene ofpositive solutions of (1.1) and their pro�les when b1 and b2 are suÆiently large. Thissystem is a one-dimensional version of the following Lotka-Volterra ompetition systemwith di�usion: 8<:��u = u(a1 � u� b1v) in 
,��v = v(a2 � v � b2u) in 
,u = v = 0 on �
, (1.2)where 
 is a bounded domain in RN (N � 1) with smooth boundary �
. In (1.2), u and vrepresent population densities of two ompeting speies, a1; a2 denote the intrinsi growthrates and b1; b2 denote the interspei� ompetition rates between two speies.Positive solutions for (1.2) have been studied by many authors and various methodshave been developed to onstrut positive solutions (see, e.g., Blat-Brown [1℄, Daner [2℄,[3℄, [4℄, L�opez-G�omez-Pardo [12℄ and the referenes therein). However, the informationon the set of positive solutions is still far from omplete and it is not easy to get satisfa-tory results on the uniqueness or non-uniqueness of positive solutions. For the multipleexistene of positive solutions we refer to [4℄, [10℄ and [11℄.When b1 and b2 in (1.2) go to in�nity with b2=b1 ! �, Daner and Du [5℄ haveestablished a very interesting relationship between (1.2) and the following limit problem:� ��w = w+ (a1 � w+=�) + w�(a2 + w�) in 
,w = 0 on �
: (1.3)In fat, if w0 is an isolated solution of (1.3) suh that w0 hanges sign in 
 and has non-zeroindex, then there exist positive solutions (u; v) of (1.2) suh that (u; v)! (w+0 =�; �w�0 )in L2(
) � L2(
) as b1; b2 ! 1, where w+ = maxfw; 0g and w� = minfw; 0g. It alsofollows from Daner and Guo [7℄ that, for suÆiently large b1; b2 with b2=b1 lose to �,a positive solution of (1.2) is unique in a neighborhood of (w+0 =�; �w�0 ) and that thepositive solution is stable (resp. unstable) if w0 is a stable (resp. unstable) solution of(1.3). By the stability we mean the stability as solutions of the orresponding paraboliequations. Thus the analysis of hanging sign solutions of (1.3) gives us very usefulinformation on positive solutions of (1.2) for suÆiently large b1 and b2.Similar result also holds true when b2=b1 !1 as b1; b2 !1. The orresponding limitproblem is given by � ��w = a1w+ + w�(a2 + w�) in 
,w = 0 on �
. (1.4)The purpose of this paper is to give omplete results on the struture of solutions of(1.3) and (1.4) in the one-dimensional ase, and to give muh better understanding onpositive solutions of (1.1) when b1; b2 are suÆiently large. We study (1.3) and (1.4) bythe usual phase-plane method and alulate the indies of their solutions. When b1 andb2 are suÆiently large, we show that (1.1) has �nitely many positive solutions and thatthe number of solutions depends on the loation of a1; a2 in a1-a2 plane. Moreover, it isalso shown that, if b1 and b2 are suÆiently large, the pro�les of positive solutions of (1.1)are quite similar to those of the orresponding hanging sign solutions of (1.3) (or (1.4).In Setion 2 we state some important preliminary results established in [5℄ and [7℄. InSetion 3 we disuss limit equations (1.3) and (1.4). Setion 4 is devoted to the study



of pro�les of positive solutions of (1.1). In Setion 5 we briey disuss the orrespondingnon-stationary problem and related problems.2 Preliminary TheoremsIt is well known that (1.1) (or (1.2)) has a positive solution only if a1 > �1 and a2 > �1(see [1℄ or [2℄). Here we denote by f�ng the eigenvalues of �� with homogeneous Dirihletboundary ondition and they satisfy 0 < �1 < �2 � � � � :First of all, using the maximum priniple we an show the following lemma.Lemma 2.1. Any positive solution (u; v) of (1:2) satis�es0 < u � a1; 0 < v � a2 in 
: (2.1)We know that positive solutions of (1.2) are generated by limiting problems (1.3).The following result due to Daner-Du [5, Theorem 3.3℄ and Daner-Guo [7, Theorem1.2℄ plays a fundamental role in the present paper.Theorem 2.2. Suppose that w0 is an isolated solution of (1:3) whih hanges sign in 
and has non-zero index. Then for any " > 0, there exist positive onstant b and Æ suhthat for any b1; b2 with b1 > b; jb2=b1 � �j < Æ;(1:2) has a unique positive solution (u; v) suh thatu� w+0 =�p < " and kv + w�0 kp < ":Here k � kp denotes the Lp(
)-norm with p > maxf2; N=2g and the index of w0 means the�xed point index: indexC10 (
)(A�; w0);where A�(w) = (��)�1 �w+ �a1 � w+=��+ w�(a2 + w�)�and C10 (
) denotes the spae of C1(
)-funtions vanishing on �
.Remark 2.1. In [6℄, it is proved that (1.3) admits at least one hanging sign solution fora1 > �2 and a2 > �2 and that, if eah non-trivial solution is isolated, then (1.3) admitsa hanging sign solution whose index is �1. Moreover, they also have obtained neessaryand suÆient onditions for the existene of hanging sign solutions. Atually, in a1-a2plane with a1; a2 > �1, there exists a ontinuous and stritly dereasing urve � passingthrough (�2; �2) suh that (1:3) (resp. (1:4)) has a hanging sign solution if and only if(a1; a2) is loated above � in a1-a2 plane.The following theorem is onerned with the ase � = +1 in (1.3). See [5, Theorem3.4℄ and [7, Theorem 1.3℄.



Theorem 2.3. Suppose that w0 is an isolated solution of (1:4) whih hanges sign in 
and has non-zero index. Then for any " > 0 there exist positive onstants b and M suhthat for any b1; b2 satisfying b1 > b and b2=b1 > M , (1:2) admits a positive solution (u; v)suh that b2u=b1 � w+0 p < " and kv + w�0 kp < ":Here the index of w0 means indexC10 (
)(A1; w0) withA1(w) = (��)�1(a1w+ + w�(a2 + w�)):Remark 2.2. Daner and Guo [7℄ also have disussed the stability of positive solutionsof (1.2) onstruted in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. Let w0 be a non-degenerate solution of(1.3) or (1.4) whih hanges sign in 
. For suÆiently large b1; b2 with b2=b1 lose to �,let (u; v) be a unique positive solution of (1.2) near to (w+0 =�;�w�0 ) in Lp(
) � Lp(
)with p > maxf2; N=2g. It is proved that (u; v) is stable (resp. unstable) if w0 is a stable(resp. unstable) solution of (1.3). In Setion 5 we will show the instability of every signhanging solution of (1.3) for the ase N = 1; so that positive solutions of (1.2) beomeunstable for suÆiently large b1; b2 (see also [8℄).The similar results are also valid for (1.4).3 Analysis of Limit EquationsIn this setion, we will give omplete information on hanging sign solutions of (1.3)and (1.4) in the one-dimensional ase.We begin with the analysis of (1.3) with N = 1 and 
 = (0; 1):� �w00 = g(w) for 0 < x < 1,w(0) = w(1) = 0; (3.1)where g(w) = w+ �a1 � w+=��+ w�(a2 + w�)with (a1; a2) 2 (0;1)� (0;1). All nontrivial solutions of (3.1) are given by the followingtheorem.Theorem 3.1. (i) If a1 � �2 and a2 � �2, then (3:1) admits no nontrivial solutions.(ii) If a1 and a2 satisfy kpa1 + kpa2 < 1�for some positive integer k, then (3:1) has exatly two nontrivial solutions whih have2k � 1 zero points in (0; 1); one satis�es w0(0) > 0 and the other w0(0) < 0.(iii) If a1 and a2 satisfyk + 1pa1 + kpa2 < 1� �resp. kpa1 + k + 1pa2 < 1��for some nonnegative integer k, then (3:1) has a unique nontrivial solution whih has 2kzero points in (0; 1) and satis�es w0(0) > 0 (resp. w0(0) < 0).



Proof. The proof is based on the standard phase plane analysis. See, e.g., the monographof Smoller [15℄ (see also [9℄).We will give the outline of the proof. Consider the following initial value problem:� �w00 = g(w) for x > 0,w(0) = 0; w0(0) =  2 R; (3.2)whih has a unique solution w(x; ) for eah . Our task is to �nd an appropriate  2 Rsatisfying w(1; ) = 0; then w(x; ) beomes a solution of (3.1).Multiplying the both sides of (3.2) by w0 and integrating the resulting expression from0 to x we get 12w0(x; )2 +G(w(x; )) = 122; (3.3)where G(w) = Z w0 g(v)dv = 8>><>>: a1w22 � w33� if w � 0,a2w22 + w33 if w � 0.For eah  2 (0; 0) with 0 = �a3=21 =p3, de�neI1() = supf` > 0; w(x; ) > 0 for 0 < x < `g:Usually, I1() is alled a \time-map" for positive solutions of (3.2). Making use of (3.3)one an prove that I1() is a stritly inreasing funtion of lass C1(0; 0) suh thatI1()! �pa1 as  # 0 and I1()!1 as  " 0:Similarly, we de�ne a time-map I2() for negative solutions of (3.2) byI2() = supf` > 0; w(x;�) < 0 for 0 < x < `g:Set 0 = a3=22 =p3. We an also show that I2() is a stritly inreasing funtion of lassC1(0; 0) suh thatI2()! �pa2 as  # 0 and I2()!1 as  " 0:If a1 � �2 and a2 � �2, then I1() > 1 and I2() > 1 for all  2 (0;minf0; 0g); sothat there exists no real number  6= 0 suh that w(1; ) = 0. This fat implies that (3.2)has no nontrivial solutions.In order to prove (ii), assume k(1=pa1+1=pa2) < 1=�. In view of the above propertiesof I1 and I2, it is seen that there exists a unique k 2 (0;minf0; 0g) suh thatkI1(k) + kI2(k) = 1:Clearly, w(x; k) is a unique solution of (3.1) with preisely 2k � 1 zero points in (0,1)and w0(0; k) > 0. Note that w(x;�k) is also another solution of (3.1).The proof of (iii) is almost the same; so we omit it.



Remark 3.1. LetC0 = n(a1; a2) 2 R2 ; k1pa1 + k2pa2 = 1� for some nonnegativeintegers (k1; k2) 6= (0; 0) satisfying jk1 � k2j � 1o:One an show that all nontrivial solutions of (3.1) bifurate from the trivial solution w = 0at (a1; a2) 2 C0.For (a1; a2) 2 (0;1)� (0;1) we de�neD1k = �(a1; a2); kpa1 + kpa2 < 1� ; k + 1pa1 + kpa2 � 1� ; kpa1 + k + 1pa2 � 1�� ;D2k = �(a1; a2); k + 1pa1 + k + 1pa2 � 1� ; k + 1pa1 + kpa2 < 1� ; kpa1 + k + 1pa2 < 1�� ;D3k = �(a1; a2); k + 1pa1 + kpa2 < 1� ; kpa1 + k + 1pa2 � 1�� ;D4k = �(a1; a2); k + 1pa1 + kpa2 � 1� ; kpa1 + k + 1pa2 < 1�� ;where k is nonnegative integer. See Figure 1. Obviously,(0;1� (0;1) = 1[k=0(D1k [D2k [D3k [D4k):Furthermore, let wk;+ (resp. wk;�) denote the solution of (3.1) whih has preisely k-zero points in (0; 1) and satis�es w0(0) > 0 (resp. w0(0) < 0). Reall from the proof ofTheorem 3.1 that these solutions are uniquely determined whenever they exist. Therefore,we haveCorollary 3.2. De�ne W = fw 2 C2[0; 1℄; w is a solution of (3:1)g. Then it holds thatW = 8>>><>>>: f0; w0;�; w1;�; � � � ; w2k�1;�g if (a1; a2) 2 D1k;f0; w0;�; w1;�; � � � ; w2k;�g if (a1; a2) 2 D2k;f0; w0;�; w1;�; � � � ; w2k�1;�; w2k;+g if (a1; a2) 2 D3k;f0; w0;�; w1;�; � � � ; w2k�1;�; w2k;�g if (a1; a2) 2 D4k:In partiular, every element of W is isolated.We will alulate indexC10 [0;1℄(A�; w) of w 2 W , where A�(w) = (��)�1g(w) as a nextstep.Theorem 3.3. (i) Eah nontrivial solution wk;�; k = 0; 1; 2; � � � ; of (3:1) satis�esindexC10 [0;1℄(A�; wk;�) = (�1)k:



(ii) The trivial solution of (3:1) satis�esindexC10 [0;1℄(A�; 0) = 8><>: 1 if (a1; a2) 2 D1k,�1 if (a1; a2) 2 D2k,0 if (a1; a2) 2 D3k [D4k.Before proving Theorem 3.3, we will state the following result due to Daner and Du,whose proof an be found in [5, pp.463-465℄.Lemma 3.4. (i) For suÆiently large R it holds thatdegC10 (
)(I � A�; BR; 0) = 1;where BR is a ball in C10(
) with enter 0 and radius R.(ii) For every a1 > �2 indexC10 (
)(A�; w0;+) = 1and for every a2 > �2 indexC10 (
)(A�; w0;�) = 1:Remark 3.2. By the maximum priniple for ellipti equations, every solution w of (3.1)satis�es �a2 � w � a1� in (0; 1);whih implies �a224 � �w00 = g(w) � a21�4 :Sine k wx k1�k wxx k1;where k v k1= supfjv(x)j; 0 < x < 1g. Every w in W satis�esk w kC10 [0;1℄:=k w k1 + k wx k1� maxfa1�; a2g+maxfa21�4 ; a224 g: (3.4)In Lemma 3.4 it is suÆient to hoose suÆiently large R whih is larger than the right-hand side of (3.4).Proof of Theorem 3:3. We �rst onsider the ase a1 = a2 = a. Then A�(w) is ontinuouslydi�erentiable with respet to w; so that one an apply the Leray-Shauder index formulato get indexC10 [0;1℄(A�; 0). Observe that the Fr�ehet derivative of A� at w = 0 is given byA0�(0)ŵ = a (�d2=dx2)�1 ŵ: The orresponding eigenvalue problem� ��ŵ00 = aŵ for 0 < x < 1ŵ(0) = ŵ(1) = 0 (3.5)



has simple eigenvalues a=(n2�2) n = 1; 2; 3; � � �. Hene the Leray-Shauder index formulagives indexC10 [0;1℄(A�; 0) = (�1)k if k2�2 < a1 = a2 < (k + 1)2�2:By the homotopy invariane of the degree, we see that index(A�; 0) is onstant in Djk forany j = 1; 2; k = 0; 1; 2; � � �. Therefore,index(A�; 0) = � 1 if (a1; a2) 2 D1k;�1 if (a1; a2) 2 D2k; (3.6)for k = 0; 1; 2; � � �.We now assume (a1; a2) 2 D30. Corollary 3.2 implies that W = f0; w0;+g; so that itfollows from Lemma 3.4 that1 = index(A�; 0) + index(A�; w0;+) = index(A�; 0) + 1:Thus index(A�; 0) = 0 if (a1; a2) 2 D30. Similarly, we an get index(A�; 0) = 0 if (a1; a2) 2D40.We next onsider the ase (a1; a2) 2 D11. Then W = f0; w0;�; w1;�g by Corollary 3.2.So Lemma 3.4 together with (3.6) leads us to1 = index(A�; 0) + index(A�; w0;+) + index(A�; w0;�)+index(A�; w1;+) + index(A�; w1;�)= 3 + index(A�; w1;+) + index(A�; w1;�);whih implies index(A�; w1;+) = index(A�; w1;�) = �1 for any (a1; a2) 2 D11. Moreover,by the homotopy invariane of the degree, one an seeindex(A�; w1;+) = index(A�; w1;�) = �1for any (a1; a2) 2 R2 satisfying 1pa1 + 1pa2 < 1� :As the third step we study the ase (a1; a2) 2 D21. The same reasoning as above yields1 = index(A�; 0) + index(A�; w0;+) + index(A�; w0;�) + index(A�; w1;+)+index(A�; w1;�) + index(A�; w2;+) + index(A�; w2;�)= �1 + index(A�; w2;+) + index(A�; w2;�):Hene it follows that index(A�; w2;+) = index(A�; w2;�) = 1. Moreover, one an showthat index(A�; 0) = 0 if (a1; a2) 2 D31 [D41.In order to omplete the proof, it is suÆient to repeat the preeding arguments.We next onsider the one-dimensional version of limit equation (1.4):� �w00 = h(w) for 0 < x < 1,w(0) = w(1) = 0; (3.7)where h(w) = a1w+ + w�(a2 + b2w�). Nontrivial solutions of (3.7) are given by thefollowing theorem.



Theorem 3.5. (i) If a1 < �2 and a2 � �2, then (3:7) admits no nontrivial solution.(ii) If a1 = �2, then (3:7) has in�nitely many solutions of the form w = C sin�x withC � 0.(iii) If kpa1+ kpa2 < 1� for some positive integer k, then (3:7) has exatly two nontrivialsolutions whih have exatly 2k � 1 zero points in (0; 1); one satis�es w0(0) > 0 and theother w0(0) < 0.(iv) If k + 1pa1 + kpa2 < 1� �resp. kpa1 + k + 1pa2 < 1�� for a positive (resp. nonnegative)integer k, then (3:7) has a unique nontrivial solution whih has exatly 2k zero points in(0; 1) and satis�es w0(0) > 0 (resp.w0(0) < 0).Proof. The proof of is almost the same as that of Theorem 3.1 exept for I1() = �=pa1for all , where I1 is a time-map for the initial value problem assoiated with (3.7).Remark 3.3. In Theorem 3.5 we should note that there exist no positive solutionsof (3.7) if a1 6= �2.We will alulate the index of eah solution of (3.7) as in Theorem 3.3.Theorem 3.6. (i) Eah nontrivial solution wk;�; k = 1; 2; 3; � � � ; of (3:7) satis�esindexC10 [0;1℄(A1; wk;�) = (�1)k: (3.8)(ii) The trivial solution of (3:7) satis�esindexC10 [0;1℄(A1; 0) = 8><>: 1 if (a1; a2) 2 D1k,�1 if (a1; a2) 2 D2k,0 if (a1; a2) 2 D3k [D4k, (3.9)where A1 is de�ned as in Theorem 2:3:The proof of Theorem 3.6 is quite similar to Theorem 3.3 and is based on the followinglemma whih orresponds to Lemma 3.4:Lemma 3.7. (i) If R is suÆiently large, then it holds thatdegC10 (
)(I � A1; BR; 0) = � 0 if a1 > �1;1 if a1 < �1:(ii) For every a2 > �1 a unique negative solution w0;� of (3.7) satis�esindexC10 (
)(A1; w0;�) = 1:Proof. For the proof see Daner and Du [6, pp.471{473℄.



Denote by S� (resp. S1) the set of hanging sign solutions of (3.1) (resp. (3.7)). Wehave shown that n(S�) := the number of solutions in S� is given byn(S�) = 8><>: 4k � 2 if (a1; a2) 2 D1k;4k if (a1; a2) 2 D2k;4k � 1 if (a1; a2) 2 D3k [D4k;and that every hanging sign solution is isolated and has non-zero index by Theorem 3.3.The same results are also valid for S1. Therefore, by Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, one andedue the following multipliity result for positive solutions of (1.1):Theorem 3.8. Let a1 > �2 and a2 > �2. Then there exist positive onstants b1; b2 suhthat for every b1 > b1; b2 > b2,(a) there exist at least 4k � 2 positive solutions of (1:1) if (a1; a2) 2 D1k,(b) there exist at least 4k positive solutions of (1:1) if (a1; a2) 2 D2k,() there exist at least 4k � 1 positive solutions of (1:1) if (a1; a2) 2 Dk3 [Dk4 .Remark 3.4. Let fb1;n; b2;ng be a sequene satisfying b1;n > b1; b2;n > b2 (n = 1; 2; � � �)and b1;n; b2;n !1 and b2;nb1;n ! � 2 (0;1℄ as n!1:Let (un; vn) be any positive solution of (1:1) with b1 = b1;n and b2 = b2;n. Then ombiningTheorem 3.8 and the results of Daner and Du [5℄ one an hoose a subsequene f(un0; vn0)gof f(un; vn)g suh that either (i) (un0; vn0)! ((wk)+=� ; �(wk)�) in C[0; 1℄�C[0; 1℄ forsome positive integer kor(ii) (un0; vn0)! (0; 0) in C[0; 1℄� C[0; 1℄:We will give some numerial examples. Let a1 = 30; a2 = 60; b1 = b2 = 1 and � = 1:It is easy to see (a1; a2) 2 D11; so that Theorem 3.8 tells us that (3.1) has two hangingsign solutions w1;� with a unique zero-point in (0; 1). Figure 2 shows the pro�le of w1;+.Consider (u; v) with u = (w1;+)+ and v = �(w1;+)� as in Figure 3; this pair is regardedas a limit solution of (1:1) as b1; b2 ! 1 with b2=b1 ! 1. Figure 4 exhibits positivesolutions of (1.1) orresponding to b1 = b2 = 50; 100; 200; 500; 1000; 10000.4 Pro�les of Positive SolutionsNumerial examples in the preeding setion suggest that pro�les of positive solutionsof (1:1) for large b1; b2 are quite similar to those of the orresponding limit solutions. Inthis setion we will study the pro�les of positive solutions of (1:1) in detail.Theorem 4.1. Let (u; v) be a positive solution of (1:1). Denote by Mu (resp. Mv ) theset of loal maximum points of u (resp. v ) in (0; 1). Thenn(Mu) � n(Mv) = 0 or � 1;



where n(Mu) (resp. n(Mv)) denotes the number of elements in Mu (resp. Mv). Moreover,if x0; x1 2 Mu with x0 < x1 are adjaent points in Mu, then there exists a unique pointy0 2Mv between x0 and x1. That is, loal maximum points of u and v appear alternately.To prove this theorem, we follow the arguments used by Nakashima [13℄, where itis shown that the number of zero points of u0 and v0 are idential for a ertain lass ofompetition di�usion systems with Neumann boundary onditions.Before giving the proof of Theorem 4.1 we prepare a series of lemmas.Lemma 4.2. Let (u; v) be a positive solution of (1:1). If v0 � 0 (resp. v0 � 0) forx0 < x < x1, u0(x0) � 0 and u0(x1) � 0 (resp. u0(x0) � 0 and u0(x1) � 0), then u0 < 0(resp. u0 > 0) for x0 < x < x1:Proof. Denote by �1(q; z1; z2) (with z1 < z2) the �rst eigenvalue of �w00 + qw in (z1; z2)with w(z1) = w(z2) = 0. Sine u is a positive funtion satisfying the �rst equation of(1.1), one an see �1(u+ b1v � a1; 0; 1) = 0:If we set w = u0, then w satis�es�w00 + (2u+ b1v � a1)w = �b1uv0: (4.1)Here observe that �1(2u+ b1v � a1; 0; 1) > �1(u+ b1v � a1; 0; 1) = 0:Therefore, taking aount of the variational haraterization of the �rst eigenvalue onean dedue �1(2u+ b1v � a1; x0; x1) > 0 for any 0 � x0 < x1 � 1;so that we an apply the strong maximum priniple to (4.1) (see, e.g., [14, Lemma7℄). By v0(x) � 0 for x0 < x < x1, the right-hand side of (4.1) is non-positive andu0(x0) � 0; u0(x1) � 0. Hene it follows from the strong maximum priniple that u0(x) < 0for x0 < x < x1.Lemma 4.3. If u0 > 0 (resp. u0 < 0) for x0 < x < x1 and u0(x0) = u0(x1) = 0, then thereexists a point x 2 (x0; x1) satisfying v0(x) < 0 (resp. u0(x) > 0).Proof. Suppose v0 � 0 for x0 < x < x1. Then Lemma 4.2 yields u0 < 0 for x0 < x < x1,whih is a ontradition.Making use of Lemma 4.3 we follow the proof of Nakashima [13, Proposition 3.1℄ toshow the following lemma.Lemma 4.4. The number of zero points of u0 and that of v0 are �nite.Moreover, one an obtain the following lemma from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 in the sameway as [13, Proposition 3.2℄.



Lemma 4.5. The sign of u0 (resp. v0) hanges at every zero point of u0 (resp. v0).We are ready to prove Theorem 4.1.Proof of Theorem 4:1. We will prove this theorem with use of the idea developed in [13,Theorem 2.3℄. By Lemma 4.4, the number of loal maximum points of u0 (resp. v0) is�nite. Set n = n(Mu) and m = n(Mv):In view of u0(0) > 0; u0(1) < 0 and Lemma 4.5, we an easily show that u0 has 2n � 1zero points in (0; 1); denote these zero points of u0 byx1 < x2 < x3 < � � � < x2n�1:Obviously, Mu = fx1; x3; x5; � � � ; x2n�1g andu0 < 0 for x2k�1 < x < x2k and u0 > 0 for x2k < x < x2k+1with k = 1; 2; � � � ; n � 1. Lemma 4.3 implies that there exist yi 2 (xi; xi+1); i =1; 2; � � � ; 2n� 2; suh thatv0(y2k�1) > 0 and v0(y2k) < 0; with k = 1; 2; � � � ; n� 1:Hene v0 has at least 2n� 3 zero points in (0; 1) and, therefore, it has at least n� 1 loalmaximum points in (0; 1). Thus we have shown m � n� 1. Similarly, n � m� 1; so thatjn�mj � 1.We next prove the latter half. Suppose that x0; x1 2Mu with x0 < x1 and that u hasno loal maximum in (x0; x1). Then it follows from Lemma 4.5 that u has a unique loalminimum at x = x2 2 (x0; x1); so thatu0 < 0 for x0 < x < x2 and u0 > 0 for x2 < x < x1:By Lemma 4.3, there exist y0 < y1 suh thatv0(y0) > 0 and v0(y1) < 0 with x0 < y0 < x2 < y1 < x1:Hene there exists at least one point z0 2Mv \ (y0; y1). We will prove that z0 is a uniqueloal maximum point of v in (x0; x1). Assume that z0 < z1 are two loal maximum pointsof v in (x0; x1). Repeating the previous argument one an show that u has at least oneloal maximum point in (z0; z1), whih is a ontradition. Thus the proof is omplete.We study the ase when b1;n and b2;n; (n = 1; 2; 3; � � � ; ) satisfy b1;n > b1; b2;n > b2 andb1;n; b2;n !1 and b2;nb1;n ! � 2 (0;1) as n!1:Here b1 and b2 are positive onstants appearing Theorem 3.8. Consider the followingproblem: 8<: �u00 = u(a1 � u� b1;nv)�v00 = v(a2 � v � b2;nu) for 0 < x < 1,u(0) = u(1) = v(0) = v(1) = 0; (4.2)



and let (un; vn) be a positive solution of (4.2) suh that f(un; vn)g is a onvergent sequenein L2(0; 1)� L2(0; 1) (see [5℄); soun ! w+� and vn ! �w� in L2(0; 1) (4.3)for some w whih is a hanging sign solution of (3.1). Taking L2� inner produts ofequations in (4.2) with un and vn leads tok u0n k22� a1 k un k22� a31 and k v0n k22� a2 k vn k22� a32:If we use Gagliardo-Nirenberg's inequality, we seek um � un k1� C k um � un k1=22 k u0m � u0n k1=22 ;k vm � vn k1� C k vm � vn k1=22 k v0m � v0n k1=22 for m > n;with some C > 0. Hene one an get stronger onvergene results than (4.3);limn!1un = w+� and limn!1 vn = �w� uniformly in [0; 1℄: (4.4)If we put wn := b2;nb1;nun � vn;then (4.4) implies that wn ! w+ + w� = w in C[0; 1℄: (4.5)Clearly, wn satis�es �w00n = b2;nb1;nun(a1 � un)� vn(a2 � vn);whose right-hand side onverges as n!1 tow+(a1 � w+=�) + w�(a2 + w�)in C[0; 1℄ by (4.4). Sine w satis�es (3.1), the above onvergene meansw00n ! w00 in C[0; 1℄: (4.6)In view of kw0k1 � kw00k1 for any w 2 C2[0; 1℄ suh that w(0) = w(1) = 0, we see from(4.6) that w0n ! w0 in C[0; 1℄: (4.7)Thus we have shownLemma 4.6. Assume that fun; vng satis�es (4:3). Then fwng satis�eswn ! w in C2[0; 1℄ as n!1:



More information an be obtained by the following theorem.Theorem 4.7. (i) If (un; vn) satis�es(un; vn)! ((w2k�1;+)+=�; �(w2k�1;+)�) in L2(0; 1)� L2(0; 1) as n!1;then for any " > 0 there exists a positive integer n0 suh that for any n � n0(a) un has preisely k loal maximum points in (0; 1� "),(b) vn has preisely k loal maximum points in ("; 1).(ii) If (un; vn) ! ((w2k�1;�)+=�; �(w2k�1;�)�) in L2(0; 1) � L2(0; 1) as n ! 1, thenfor any " > 0 there exists a positive integer n0 suh that for any n � n0(a) un has preisely k loal maximum points in ("; 1),(b) vn has preisely k loal maximum points in (0; 1� ").(iii) If (un; vn) ! ((w2k;+)+=�; �(w2k;+)�) in L2(0; 1)� L2(0; 1) as n ! 1, then forany " > 0 there exists a positive integer n0 suh that for any n � n0(a) un has preisely k + 1 loal maximum points in (0; 1),(b) vn has preisely k loal maximum points in ("; 1� ").(iv) If (un; vn) ! ((w2k;�)+=�; �(w2k;�)�) in L2(0; 1)� L2(0; 1) as n ! 1, then forany " > 0 there exists a positive integer n0 suh that for any n � n0(a) un has preisely k loal maximum points in ("; 1� "),(b) vn has preisely k + 1 loal maximum points in (0; 1).Proof. We only prove (i) for k = 1. The other ases an be treated in a similar manner.Suppose that (un; vn)! ((w1;+)+=�; �(w1;+)�) as n!1 in L2(0; 1)� L2(0; 1). ByLemma 4.6, wn ! w1;+ in C2[0; 1℄: (4.8)Let x be a zero point of w1;+ in (0; 1). We will prove that un has no loal maximumin (x; 1 � ") for suÆiently large n. Suppose that un has a loal maximum point xn in(x; 1). Sine �u00n(xn) = un(xn)�a1 � un(xn)� b1;nvn(xn)� � 0;we obtain vn(xn) � 1b1;n�a1 � un(xn)�! 0 as n!1: (4.9)If fxng has a subsequene fxn0g suh that limn0!1 xn0 = x� 2 (x; 1); it follows from (4.4)that limn0!1 vn0(xn0) = �(w1;+)�(x�) > 0;whih is a ontradition to (4.9). Therefore, it holds that either xn ! x or xn ! 1.Assume xn ! x. Let bxn be a loal minimum point of un, whih exists on the left-handside of xn. Then bxn ! x andu0n > 0 for bxn < x < xn and u0n(xn) = u0n(bxn) = 0:Lemma 4.3 implies that there exists yn 2 (bxn; xn) suh that v0n(yn) < 0. Moreover, itfollows from (4.8) thatw0n(xn) = �v0n(xn) ! (w1;+)0(x) < 0 as n!1;



whih assures v0n(xn) > 0 for suÆiently large n. Hene there exists zn 2 (yn; xn) suhthat v0(zn) = 0. Sine zn ! x andw0n(zn) = b2;nb1;nu0n(zn) > 0;we see from (4.8) that (w1;+)0(x) � 0, whih is a ontradition to (w1;+)0(x) < 0. Thuswe have shown xn ! 1. This fat means that un has no loal maximum in (x; 1� ") forsuÆiently large n.Similarly, we an prove that vn has no loal maximum point in ("; x) for suÆientlylarge n.We will also prove that un has preisely one loal maximum point in (0; x). Supposethat un has two loal maximum points xn < xn in (0; x). Let bxn 2 (xn; xn) be a loalminimum point of un. Thenu0n < 0 for xn < x < bxn and u0n > 0 for bxn < x < xn.By Theorem 4.1, vn has preisely one loal maximum at yn 2 (xn; xn). The same reasoningas in the previous step leads us to derive yn ! 0 and, therefore, xn ! 0. By (4.7)w0n(xn) = �v0n(xn) ! (w1;+)0(0) > 0;we see v0n(xn) < 0 for suÆiently large n. Therefore, vn has a loal minimum at byn 2(xn; yn). Sine w0n(byn) = b2;nb1;nu0n(byn) ! (w1;+)0(0) > 0from (4.7), one an get u0n(byn) > 0 for suÆiently large n. Thus it is seen that xn < bxn <byn < yn < xn; and, therefore,u0n(x) > 0 v0n(x) � 0 for byn < x < yn and v0n(byn) = v0n(yn) = 0:This is a ontradition to Lemma 4.3; so that we have shown that un has a unique loalmaximum in (0; x).Similarly, it is also possible to show that vn has preisely one loal maximum in(x; 1).5 Some Remarks on Nonstationary ProblemsIn this setion we will briey disuss nonstationary problems assoiated with (1.1) and(3.1) (or (3.7)).Consider the following paraboli system assoiated with (1.1):8>><>>: ut � uxx = u(a1 � u� b1v)vt � vxxv = v(a2 � v � b2u) in (0; 1)� (0;1),u(0; t) = u(1; t) = v(0; t) = v(1; t) = 0 in (0;1),u(�; 0) = u0; v(�; 0) = v0 in (0; 1), (5.1)



where u0 and v0 are nonnegative funtions of lass C[0; 1℄. Clearly, (5.1) admits a uniqueglobal solution (u; v) suh thatu; v 2 C([0; 1℄� [0;1)) \ C2;1([0; 1℄� [Æ;1)) for any Æ > 0:Assume that b1;n; b2;n > 0 and u0;n; v0;n 2 C[0; 1℄ (n = 1; 2; � � �) satisfyb1;n; b2;n !1; b2;nb1;n ! � 2 (0;1℄;b1;nb2;nu0;n � v0;n * w0 weakly in L2(0; 1):Denote by (un; vn) the solution of (5.1) with b1 = b1;n; b2 = b2;n; u0 = u0;n and v0 = v0;n.Theorem 5.1. (i) If � <1, then for any T > 0 there exists a subsequene f(un0; vn0)gof f(un; vn)g suh thatun0 ! w+=� and vn0 ! �w� in L1((0; 1)� (0; T )),where w is a weak solution of8<: wt � wxx = w+ (a1 � w+=�) + w�(a2 + w�) in (0; 1)� (0;1),w(0; t) = w(1; t) = 0w(�; 0) = w0 in (0; 1). (5.2)(ii) If � = 1, then for any T > 0 there exists a subsequene f(un0; vn0)g of f(un; vn)gsuh that b2;n0b1;n0 un0 ! w+ and vn0 ! �w� in L1((0; 1)� (0; T )),where w is a weak solution of8<: wt � wxx = a1w+ + w�(a2 + w�) in (0; 1)� (0;1),w(0; t) = w(1; t) = 0 in (0;1),w(�; 0) = w0 in (0; 1). (5.3)The proof of Theorem 5.1 is similar to Daner et al.[9, Lemma 3.1{3.5℄. So we omitit here.Let w� be any hanging sign solution of (3.1) or (3.7); so that w� is regarded as astationary solution of (5.2) or (5.3). From Remark 2.2, if w� is unstable, then a positivesolution (u; v) of (1.1) whih is near to ((w�)+=�;�(w�)�) is unstable when b1; b2 aresuÆiently large and b2=b1 is lose to �.We will show the instability of w�. This fat implies that all positive solutions of (1.1)onstruted in Theorem 3.8 are unstable for suÆiently large b1; b2.Proposition 5.2. Any hanging sign solution of (3:1) ( (3:7) ) is unstable.



Proof. We only prove the instability of w1;+ of (3.1) beause the other solutions an bedisussed essentially in the same way. We use the same notation as in Setion 3 andlet w(x; ) be the solution of (3.2). It follows from the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.5that w1;+ = w(�; ) for some  > 0. One an show that that, for any small " > 0,w(�; + ") is a lower solution of (3.1) and that w(�; � ") is an upper solution. If we takew0 = w(�;  + ") in (5.2), then the monotone argument enables us to onlude that theorresponding solution of (5.1) onverges to a unique positive solution w0;+ as t ! +1.Similarly, if we take w0 = w(�;  � ") in (5.2), then the solution of (5.2) onverges to aunique negative solution w0;�. These results yield the instability of w1;+.Referenes[1℄ J.Blat and K.J.Brown, Bifurations of steady-state solutions in predator-prey and om-petition systems, Pro. Roy. So. Edinburgh 97A (1984), 21-34.[2℄ E.N.Daner, On positive solutions of some pairs of di�erential equations, Trans. Amer.Math. So. 284 (1984), 729-743.[3℄ E.N.Daner, On positive solutions of some pairs of di�erential equations, II, J. Di�er-ential Equations 60 (1985), 236-258.[4℄ E.N.Daner, On the existene and uniqueness of positive solutions for ompetingspeies models with di�usion, Trans. Amer. Math. So. 326 (1991), 829-859.[5℄ E.N.Daner and Y.Du, Competing speies equations with di�usion, large interations,and jumping nonlinearities, J. Di�erential Equations 114 (1994), 434-475.[6℄ E.N.Daner and Y.Du, Existene of hanging sign solutions for some semilinear prob-lems with jumping nonlinearities at zero, Pro. Roy. So. Edinburgh 124A (1994),1165-1176.[7℄ E.N.Daner and Z.M.Guo, Uniqueness and stability for solutions of ompeting speiesequations with large interations, Comm. Appl. Nonlinear Anal. 1 (1994), 19-45.[8℄ E.N.Daner and Z.M.Guo, Some remarks on the stability of sign hanging solutions,Tôhoku Math. J. 47 (1995), 199-225.[9℄ E.N.Daner, D.Hilhorst, M.Mimura and L.A.Peletier, Spatial segregation limit of aompetition-di�usion system, European. J. Appl. Math. 10 (1999), 97-115.[10℄ J.C.Eilbek, J.E.Furter and J. L�opez-G�omez, Coexistene in the ompetition modelwith di�usion, J. Di�erential Equations 107(1994), 96-139.[11℄ C. Gui and Y. Lou, Uniqueness and nonuniqueness of oexistene states in the Lotka-Volterra ompetition model, Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 47 (1994), 1571-1594.[12℄ J. L�opez-G�omez and R. Pardo, Coexistene regions in Lotka-Volterra models withdi�usion, Nonlinear Anal. 19 (1992), 11-28.
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Figure 1: Domain Djk
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Figure 2: Pro�le of w1;+
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Figure 3: Limit solution
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b1 = b2 = 10000Figure 4: Positive solutions of (1.1) with a1 = 30; a2 = 60




